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Abstract

Theory of coherent type B positronium atom production by high energy photon and relativistic electron in a real

(three dimensional) crystal has been developed. On the base of developed theory the orientation dependence of

cross-section is studied. It is shown, that small change of the photon energy in the vicinity of coherent peak results

in change of character of the coherent type B Ps photoproduction orientation dependence.
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1. Introduction

Many physical processes, accompanying pas-

sage of the high energy particle through an align-

ment crystal with small angle with respect to

crystal axis or plane, change in comparison with
ones in an amorphous target. In fact, in this case

coherent effects occur (see for example [1,3,2]).

The coherent effect manifests itself in development

of coherent maximums in the dependence of the

process cross-section under consideration at the
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definite particle energies or incident angles. The

reason of existence of the coherent effect in a

crystal is connected with quantization of the

momentum transferred to crystal, and coherent

maximum arises, when momentum transferred

coincidences with one of the reciprocal lattice
vector.

Now coherent effects are divided into two types:

A and B [4]. Coherent type A effect appears in the

case, when incident particle has small angle with

respect to a crystal plane and large one with re-

spect to crystal axis. For coherent type A main

contribution into cross-section comes from reci-

procal lattice vectors, which are in the plane
ed.
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perpendicular to a particle trajectory. That means

that quantization of the momentum transferred

takes place in this plane. If incident particle enters

into crystal at small angle with respect to crystal

axis, then coherent type B effect appears. In a last
case quantization of the momentum transferred

occurs along crystal axis. It should be notice that,

ordinary coherent type B effect takes place at suf-

ficiently low energies of the initial (final) particles,

than coherent type A effect.

For the first time the possibility of positronium

atom (Ps) creation by a photon in a field of atom

was considered in [5]. Theory of relativistic singlet
Ps production was developed by Olsen [6] and

Lubosshits [7] in the first Born approximation (in

this approximation only singled Ps can be pro-

duced). The cross-section of the singled and triplet

Ps creation by relativistic electron in the Coulomb

field was calculated by Holvik and Olsen [8]. More

exact theory of the singlet and triplet Ps produc-

tion in a field of atom by photons and electrons
is developed by Kuraev and co-authors [9–11]

and independently by Olsen [12,13].

The possibility of coherent type B creation of Ps

in a crystal first was predicted in [14] for photopro-

duction and in [15] for production by relativistic

electrons. In the papers [14,15] it was shown that

the sharp coherent peaks appear at definite Ps

energies and emission angles. More detailed theo-
retical investigations of the Ps coherent type B

photoproduction and production by relativistic

electrons in the crystals have been performed in

[16,17].

In [14–17] the one string approximation was

used, which takes into account an interaction of

incident photon (electron) with a single crystal axis

(1D-model). The 1D-model is valid, when an ini-
tial angle H0 of incident photon or electron with

respect to a crystal axis is small (#0 � d/l, here d

is a distance between crystal axis and l is a

length of the crystal). In fact, for the such small

incident angle photon interacts only with separate

crystal axis and one can neglect its interaction with

other crystal axes. But for the greater incident

angles (#0 P d/l) it is necessary to take into
account the interaction of the photon with all

crystal axes and, therefore, 3D-model should be

used.
In a present paper (in a first Born approxima-

tion) the detailed theory of coherent type B Ps pro-

duction by photon and high energy electron in a

real (three dimensional) crystal was considered.

We call this approach 3D-model.
The advantages of the 3D-model in comparison

with the 1D-model are as follows: the 3D-model

allows more correct calculation of the energy and

angular distributions of created Ps, and also to

study orientation dependence of the cross-section

of coherent type B photoproduction and produc-

tion by relativistic electron of Ps in a crystal (the

dependence of cross-section on the angle of pho-
ton or electron momentum with respect to a crys-

tal axis and planes).
2. Theory

The differential over emission angles cross-sec-

tion of the Ps production by a photon with an en-
ergy x in the Coulomb field of an atom is [6,7]

dr1

dX
¼ Z2a6b3

8m2c4
sin2H

ð1þ b2 � 2b cosHÞ2ð1� b cosHÞ2
:

ð1Þ
Here, a is the fine structure constant, c and b are

the relativistic factor and velocity of created Ps,

H is Ps emission angle with respect to a photon

momentum, m is an electron rest mass, Z is nucle-

ar charge of the target atom (the units �h ¼ c ¼ 1
are used). The transferred to an atom momentum

squared is

q2 ¼ ðE2 þ p2 � 2Ep cosHÞ ¼ E2ð1þ b2 � 2b cosHÞ;
ð2Þ

here, E = x is the Ps energy. If the z-axis is parallel

to a photon momentum, ~kkOZ, then the compo-

nents of the momentum transferred are

~q ¼
qx ¼ �p sinH cosu;

qy ¼ �p sinH sinu;

qz ¼ x� p cosH ¼ Eð1� b cosHÞ:

8><
>: ð3Þ

Here, p is the momentum of created Ps, u is the

angle of Ps momentum in a plane perpendicular

to photon momentum. For the following consider-
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ation it is convenient to introduce the transverse

component of the momentum transferred ~q? ¼
fqx; qyg. From Eq. (3) one has q2? ¼ q2xþ
q2y ¼ p2sin2H. After substitution of Eqs. (2) and

(3) into Eq. (1), and taking into account the rela-
tion between dX and ~q? ¼ dqxdqy , we express the

differential cross-section of Ps production by high

energy photon in the Coulomb field of an atom

in variables of the transferred momentum:

dr1 ¼
Z2a6E
8bm2c4

q2?
q4q2z

dqxdqyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � q2?

p : ð4Þ

It is well known that in an aligned crystal a

cross-section of any coherent process can be
written as a sum of coherent and incoherent parts

[1,4]:

drcr ¼ drcoh þ drincoh;

here drcoh is a coherent part of the cross-section:

drcoh ¼ Ið~qÞ exp �q2u2
� �

dr1 ð5Þ

and drincoh is an incoherent one:

drincoh ¼ N 1� exp �q2u2
� �h i

dr1: ð6Þ

In Eqs. (5) and (6), expð�q2u2Þ is Debye–Waller

factor, which takes into account the thermal vibra-

tions of the crystal atoms, u2 is the mean-squared

deviation of the crystal atom from the equilibrium

position, Ið~qÞ is an interferential multiplier respon-

sible for coherent effect appearance. In the 3D-
model Ið~qÞ should be written in a following form

(Nx, Ny � 1, Nz is large but fixed):

Ið~qÞ ¼ NxNy
ð2pÞ2

dxdy

X
n;l

dðqx � gxnÞdðqy � gylÞ

� sin2ðNzqzdz=2Þ
sin2ðqzdz=2Þ

jSð~qÞj2: ð7Þ

In the last equation Nx, Ny, Nz are the numbers

of the crystal atoms in x, y, z directions respec-

tively, which contribute into coherent process:

gx ¼ ð2pÞ
dx

n; gy ¼ ð2pÞ
dy

l; n;l ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . are the com-

ponents of the reciprocal lattice vector~g in x and y

directions and dx, dy, dz are the lattice constant in

x, y, z directions respectively, Sð~qÞ is a crystal

structure factor.
In the proposed experiment [17] it is planed to

measure the Ps yield within small angular cone.

To compare our results with [17] (based on 1D-

model) we integrate drcr over the Ps emission

angles. In our case the integration over Ps emission
angles is replaced by integration over the trans-

verse transferred momentum~q?. After substitution

of Eq. (7) into Eq. (5) and integration over ~q? we

arrive at

rcoh ¼
Z 2p

0

du
Z Hm

0

sinHdH
drcoh

dX

¼
Z qmax

?

0

d~q?
drcoh

d~q?

¼ NxNy
ð2pÞ2

dxdy

X
n;l

r ~qn;l? ; qz
� �

S ~qn;l? ; qz
� ��� ��2

� exp � ~qn;l?
� �2 þ q2z
h i

u2
� � sin2 Nzqz ~q

n;l
?

� �
dz=2

� �
sin2 qz ~q

n;l
?

� �
dz=2

� � :

ð8Þ
Here, ~qn;l? is the transverse transferred momentum

with components: qx = gxn and qy = gyl, Hm is

the maximal emission angle of Ps with respect to

the incident photon momentum. The value of

Hm is determined by experimental setup. As it fol-
lows from Eq. (3):

qz ~q
n;l
?

� �
¼ E 1� b arccos ~qn;l? =p

� �1=2� �h i
: ð9Þ

If the atomic screening is chosen in the form

V ðrÞ ¼ Ze
r expð� r

RÞ, the rð~qn;l? ; qzÞ has a form

rð~q?; qzÞ ¼
Z2a6

8bm2c4
E

q2?
ðq2 þ R�2Þ2q2z

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � q2?

p ;

ð10Þ
here R is an atom screening radius.

The summation in Eq. (8) should be performed

taking into account the condition

q2x þ q2y ¼ q2? 6 E2b2sin2Hm:

The incoherent part of the Ps photoproduction

cross-section in a crystal has a form

rincoh ¼
Z 2p

0

du
Z Hm

0

sinHdH
drincoh

dX
: ð11Þ

Eqs. (8) and (11) describe the coherent Ps pro-

duction by a photon in a crystal. Further calcula-

tions based on Eqs. (8) and ( 11) are carried out

numerically.
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3. Numerical results

3.1. Ps coherent production by a photon

In order to demonstrate the coherent effect let
us introduce the ratio R of the Ps coherent type

B production cross-section by high energy photon

in a crystal to one in an amorphous target of

equivalent thickness, which contains the same

number N of atoms as a crystal

R ¼ rcr

Nr1

¼ rcoh þ rincoh

Nr1

:

In Fig. 1(a) it is shown the dependence of the
ratio R on the photon energy calculated for Si

crystal, oriented by h100i axis with respect to a

photon momentum. The maximal emission angle

of Ps is Hm = 5 mrad. The number of atoms in a

crystal axis is Nz = 100. As it follows from Eq.

(8) the cross-section has sharp maximum when

qzð~qn;l? Þdz=2 ¼ pm=2; m ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . Using (9), one

have

Eð1� b arccosHÞ dz

2
¼ p

2
m; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;
Fig. 1. (a) The dependence of the ratio R of the cross-section of typ

equivalent thickness as a function of the photon energy. The crystal S

crystal temperature is T = 0 K. (b) The detailed structure of the first c

photon energy x � 229 MeV: solid line-result of 3D-model, dotted lin
here H ¼ arccosð~qn;l? =pÞ1=2 is Ps emission angle

with respect to crystal axis. The Ps emission angle

with respect to photon momentum is very small,

therefore in the case when photon momentum is

parallel to crystal axis in first approximation one
can consider H = 0. Then

qz � Eð1� bÞ dz

2
� E

4c2
:

Now the condition of appearance of coherent

peak coincides with one which follows from 1D-

model [14–17]:

xm ¼ 4m2 þ g2m
2gm

; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; ð12Þ

here gm ¼ ð2pÞ
dy

m is component reciprocal vector
parallel to crystal axis.

The enhancement due to coherent effect of Ps

yield in a crystal is very large and, in our case,

R ’ 20 in a vicinity of the first coherent peak near

E = 229 MeV.

The detailed structure of the coherent peak in

the vicinity of the first coherent maximum near

the photon energy x � 229 MeV it is shown in
e B coherent photoproduction to one in amorphous target of

ih100i, maximal emission angle of Ps is Hm = 5 mrad, Nz = 100,

oherent peak in the vicinity of the coherent maximum near the

e-result of 1D calculations. Dashed line shows the level R = 1.



Fig. 2. Orientation dependence of the ratio R of the cross-

section of type B coherent Ps photoproduction in a crystal to

one in an amorphous target of equivalent thickness. The

parameters of the crystal are the same as in Fig. 1. Shot dashed

line corresponds to created Ps energy E = 227 MeV, dotted line

E = 228 MeV, dashed line E = 229 MeV, dashed-dotted line

E = 230 MeV and solid line E = 231 MeV, respectively.
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Fig. 1(b) solid line. In order to compare the result

of 3D-model and 1D-model in Fig. 1(b) the ratio R

calculated in framework of 1D-model is shown by

dotted line. The dashed line shows the level R = 1.

As it follows from Fig. 1(b) the calculated values
of R according to 1D and 3D-models are in a good

agreement. Fig. 1(b) shows that as in 1D-model in

a 3D-model there is a fine structure in a depen-

dence of the cross-section of the cross-section of

coherent type B photoproduction of Ps on incident

photon energy. The reason of appearance of fine

structure of the cross-section is as follows: the

sum in Eq. (8) contains the multiplier

sin2ðNzqzð~q
n;l
? Þdz=2Þ

sin2ðqzð~q
n;l
? Þdz=2Þ

which has subsidiary ones, when

Nzqzð~qn;l? Þdz=2 ¼ p=2þ pn; n ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . in addi-

tion to sharp maximums (8).

Fig. 2 presents the orientation dependence of

the cross-section of coherent type B photoproduc-

tion of Ps integrated over Ps emission angles. In

our calculation, the maximal emission angle of
Ps is Hm = 5 mrad. The parameters of the crystal

are as in Fig. 1; different curves correspond to dif-

ferent photon energies in the vicinity of the first

coherent peak. Fig. 2 shows that a small change

of the photon energy in the vicinity of coherent

peak results in change of a character of the orien-

tation dependence of coherent type B Ps photopro-

duction. For example, for the photon energies
227 MeV and 231 MeV there is a minimum at

# ! 0 with respect to the crystal axis, while for

photon energies 228, 229 and 230 MeV we have

a maximum at angle #! 0.

The reason of such orientation dependence

character is as follows. When a photon energy ap-

proaches to the energy of coherent maximum xk

(from the side of a smaller energies), the cross-sec-
tion value slowly decreases. But when energy

reaches xk the coherent maximum occurs and the

cross-section greatly increases. Further increasing

of the photon energy results in decreasing of the

cross-section. On the other hand, with small

increasing the incident photon angle with respect

to crystal axis, the momentum projection onto

crystal axis changes as kk = kcos (#), here k ¼
j~kj ¼ x. In the first approximation we suppose that

1D-model is still correct. Therefore, increasing the

incident angle # is equivalent to small decreasing of
the photon energy. As a result, we obtain the orien-

tational dependence near # = 0 as shown in Fig. 2.

The cross-section at # = 0 has maximum for the

photon energy very close to the energy of the coher-
ent maximum and minimal if the photon energy

differs from xn. When angle # sufficiently increase

(# � #0) 3D-model should be used and picture be-

comes more complicated.

3.2. Ps production by relativistic electron

The triplet and singlet Ps can be produced by
relativistic electron passing through a crystal [15].

We restrict our consideration only by singlet Ps



Fig. 3. The cross-section of coherent type B production of Ps

by relativistic electrons as a function of created Ps energy for

two electron energies E1 = 1 GeV (Fig. 4(a)) and E1 = 10 GeV

(Fig. 4(b)). Dashed lines show the cross-section of the Ps

production by electrons in an amorphous target of equivalent

thickness, which contains the same number N of atoms as a

crystal. The maximal emission angle of Ps is Hm = 5 mrad. The

parameters of the crystal are the same as in Fig. 1.
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coherent production. In this case one can derive

the cross-section in a framework of the virtual

photon method [8,15]:

drcr
E

dE1

¼ rcrðxÞnðxÞ; ð13Þ

here n(x) is the virtual photon spectrum associated

with incident relativistic electron

nðxÞdE1 ¼
a
2p

dE1

E1

� 1þ E1 � x
x

� �2
" #

ln
E1ðE1 � xÞ

x2
� 2

E1 � x
x

� �( )
;

ð14Þ
here E1 is an initial electron energy, x is a virtual

photon energy. The cross-section rcr(x) has been

studied in Section 2. Therefore further investiga-

tion is straight-forward.

The cross-section of coherent of type B produc-
tion of Ps by relativistic electrons as a function of

created Ps energy is shown in Fig. 3. The energy of

the incident electron is E1 = 1 GeV (Fig. 3(a)) and

is E1 = 10 GeV (Fig. 3(b)). The cross-section is

integrated over emission angles of Ps and the max-

imal emission angle of Ps is Hm = 5 mrad. Target

is Sih100i. The number of atoms in a crystal axis

Nz = 100. Again, as in a case of photoproduction,
one can see sharp coherent peaks at the definite

energies of created Ps.

Dashed lines show a cross-section of the Ps pro-

duction by electrons in an amorphous target of

equivalent thickness, which contains the same

number N of atoms as a crystal axis:

drE

dE1

¼ Nr1ðxÞnðxÞ:

As it follows from Fig. 3, with increasing of the

electron energy the position of coherent peak re-

mains the same, while the value of the cross-sec-

tion increases. In fact, the number of virtual
photons is increased with increasing the energy

of electrons (see Eq. (14)) and consequently the

Ps production cross-section by electron in a crystal

increases too. The positions of coherent peaks do

not depend on the electron energy and are deter-

mined by crystal parameters (lattice constant). In-

deed, n(x) is a smooth function of the virtual

photon energy and depends only from the incident
electron energy, therefore all coherent effects are

determined by the Ps production cross-section by

(virtual) photon. According to Section 3.1 this
cross-section has sharp coherent maxima at defi-

nite photon energy xk. The values of xk are de-

pends only from crystal parameters.

In order to compare the coherent type B Ps pro-

duction by photons and electrons (E1 = 1 GeV),



Fig. 4. The cross-sections of coherent Ps photoproduction

(upper curve) and of coherent Ps production by relativistic

electron (lower curve) as a function of created Ps energy.

Energy of electron is E1 = 1 GeV. Other parameters are the

same as in Fig. 1.
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we show in Fig. 4 the cross-sections of coherent Ps

photoproduction (upper curve) and of coherent Ps

production by relativistic electron (lower curve) in

dependence of created Ps energy. The positions of

coherent peaks for the coherent photoproductions

and electroproduction coincide, while the shapes

of cross-sections are little bit different due to the
own shape of the virtual photon spectrum associ-

ated with incident relativistic electron.
4. Conclusions

Our results based on 3D-model calculations

confirm the prediction of 1D-model [14,16,17] on
existence of sharp peaks at definite energies of cre-
ated Ps and emission angles for the coherent type

B production of Ps by high energy photon or elec-

tron. The results of calculations according 1D and

3D-models of Ps energy spectra are in a good

agreement.
Important advantage of 3D-model in com-

parison to 1D-model is, that 3D-model allows to

calculate the orientation dependence of the cross-

section of coherent photoproduction and produc-

tion of Ps by relativistic electrons in a crystal for

the rather large incident angles. Numerical results

show that a small change of a photon energy in the

vicinity of coherent peak results in change of the
orientation dependence of the coherent type B

photoproduction of Ps.

In the case of coherent type Ps production by

relativistic electrons, as in a case of photoproduc-

tion, sharp coherent peaks appear at the definite

energies of created Ps. The positions of coherent

peaks do not depend on the electron energy. With

increase of the electron energy the value of cross-
section increases.

The obtained formulas can be used also for the

study of coherent type A process, which takes

place when initial particle has small incident angle

with respect to the crystal plane. In this case a

coherent effect appears at sufficiently more high

energy. The investigation of the coherent type A

photoproduction of Ps and a type A production
of Ps by relativistic electron will be done in a sep-

arate paper.

The brilliant coherent effect was predicted

for coherent type B e+e� pair by high energy in

a crystal under condition of strong collima-

tion of created electron and positron [16,17]. This

effect was recently confirmed in the experi-

ment [18]. The coherent Ps production by pho-
ton or electron one can consider as a limiting

case of extremely hard collimation of created

e+e� pair.
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